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So What’s the Buzz?
So now that we have our little
Robotic Bee positioned at the
throat of the flower, what’s
next? Well in order to do its
job our bee would have to
attract pollen from the flower
and once this is done hold
onto it until it reaches the
next flower where it can be
deposited, beginning the fertilization process.
To do this you have to understand that most pollen has an
ionic charge either positive or
negative. The legs of our bee
will have very fine wires that
will carry a charge which will
attract the pollen. When the
bee lands on the next flower/
plant it can release the pollen
simply by switching the polarity of the charge running
through the wires, thus repelling the pollen so that it may
land on the correct reproductive portion of the flower that
it is visiting.
There is another job that our
bee must perform once it has
reached the throat of the
flower. It must gather up
some of the nectar which is a
glucose based sugar. It will
use this sugar in a very efficient manner to create electricity within the bee itself!
There are a variety of bacterium that can use glucose in

an anaerobic reaction which
will create carbon dioxide
and free electrons, it the presence of a transport medium
these electrons will be channeled across a wire to a reaction chamber which will then
release oxygen into the air.
So one half of the abdomen
of our bee will house an anaerobic chamber the other an
aerobic chamber.
The electrons generated will
be harnessed to power our
bee. The power requirements
will have to be very small so
the systems that are housed in
our bee have to have a very
small “draw” against this
internal energy source.
By the way just in case you
think that this concept is a bit
far fetched its is called a Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) and
has been studied in the use of
powering small robotic devices for several years now.
Remember our aerogel made
from nanotech cellulose material? I had mentioned the
value of its light weight and it
machine able nature, but just
as important is the spaces left
inside the materials matrix,
spaces which can lend themselves to the growth and use
of bacterium of the sort
needed for our Robotic Bee.

Once it has begun its work
our Robotic Bee will become
self powered, or enough so
that it can do its job.
Obviously our bee will have
to be transported to the correct field, and can not get
there under its own limited
power. This does not pose a
serious problem because a
robotic “mother ship” can be
provided. One that will carry
all the necessary GPS and
computing power needed to
get the bees to where they
need to be, see?
The mother ship will provide
a trickle charge so that our
bees can start their job, power
enough on demand, but it will
also provide a control tower
of sorts to our Robotic Bees.
It will send out a limited
range radio signal on a very
specific wave length, our bee
can pick that signal up and
lock onto it. As it flies directly away the signal will
reduce and at a pre programmed point will trigger
the program in the bee’s
small chip which serves as its
brain and it will then follow
an algorithm tracing its way
back to the mother ship covering the ground needed to
visit an entire field!
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A Classroom Report
Our classes at St Joseph
Church School in Danville
PA have hit a crescendo of
activity. Our ten member
FIRST Lego League Team,
The Tigers, have been selected from our 23 students,
based on classroom participation, behavior and engineering notebooks.

in reactor containment buildings. The robot, under program control moves toward
the rod and then opens a claw,
then moving at a reduced
speed clamps the claw around
the bundle of rods. Once this
is done the program pulls both
the robot and the bundle back
out to a designated point.

These members range from
fourth graders through eighth
graders, and cover a gamut of
very enthusiastic young people, both boys and girls.

They are currently working
on robots that will be used in
“castle wars”, robotic catapults to be used to attack a
castle wall.

They have been building the
competition models, their
robot and studying the research portion of the competition. Katie and Rachel are
twin sisters and will be captaining our team this year.

Of course this software will
be used to help the team compete in this year’s challenge
but I will make an effort to
see that adult students interested in learning these very
valuable skills will have an
opportunity in the near future
to learn them in a small classroom environment and at a
nominal charge.
This will aid in covering the
costs involved with taking our
kids into competition
Call me at 570-401-7813 to
setup one on one training our
small class training, both will
be held at the Skunkworks in
New Ringgold.

The balance of the class have
not been idol. They have built
several robots and tested their
hand at programming using
Lego Mindstorm systems and
RoboLab software.
They created a robot that imitates the robots used to retrieve fallen nuclear fuel rods

As part of the Real World
Design Challenge, The
Weatherly Institute for Robotics and Engineering has been
given licenses of Cero 2.0 and
MathCad.

Do I have any takers on naming our mascot, email me
goodalestephen@gmail.com
with a suggestion.

We also can teach you any of
the Microsoft, Autodesk and
Adobe products. We can
even help with very basic
courses including understanding your PC and virus control.

Home Plans for a Better Buzz
Native bees contribute significantly to crop pollination, and
on farms with sufficient natural habitat located nearby,
may even provide all of the
required pollination for some
crops.
So how can we “invite” these
native pollinators to hang
around?
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Unlike European bees which
we know have hives, most
native bees are solitary and
make their homes in a variety
of different habitats. such as
downed trees, old rodent barrows, or underground nesting
tunnels.

them to nest, such as drilling
holes of various sizes in
blocks of wood, or perhaps
providing a tied bundle of
hollow reeds which create
tubes that they can use as
shelters and as incubator
spaces for their young.

We can help these busy pollinators by providing places for

What ever it is that you can
do, you will be helping out!
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The Carbon Cycle
Over one hundred and fifty
years ago the population on
our planet was around 1.2
billion people. Our economy
was based on an agricultural
model and our energy was
mostly that produced from the
sun.
Shortly after the industrial
revolution began our planet’s
population began a steady and
at this point an alarming increase. Today, in 2014 our
population is over 7 billion
people an increase of approximately 5.8 billion people in
just 150 years!
Fossil fuels, energy stored in
oil, gas and coal has been
used extensively in our efforts
to feed, house and clothe all
of these people.
Many problems occur by doing this, more and more land
is needed for farming and
housing stripping the planet
of its native habitat. The
World Wildlife Foundation
says that in the last fifty years
our planet has lost over 40%
of its animal species.
Still more alarming is the
small but steady increases in

TAKE YOUNG PEOPLE AGES

our global average temperatures increasing more dramatically at the poles than at
the equator.
Carbon Dioxide is released by
the “burning” fossil fuels and
the natural breathing mechanisms of the planet which
remove carbon dioxide from
the air and release oxygen, its
forests and oceans have been
reduced dramatically.
The excess carbon dioxide
builds up in the atmosphere.
These gasses act as a blanket
and redirects sunlight which
would have normally been
reflected back out into space,
back to the surface of the
earth. In effect warming the
air, land and water.
This is especially troubling in
areas where ice and snow are
normally found. You see ice
and snow reflect sunlight instead of absorbing it, in effect
cooling the planet.
It’s a regulatory mechanism
that keeps our planet habitable for all living things.
When these areas melt,
sunlight is absorbed into the

water and the land increasing
the temperature of our planet.
It becomes a self feeding
mechanism that will keep
increasing our planet’s temperature.
Most of the blame for this can
be laid at the feet of humans
and their use of fossil fuels.
Yes there has always been
some naturally occurring
heating and cooling of our
planet, but these cycles have
been over thousands of years
not decades. We have had a
profound effect on our planet
and because of increasing
populations we will continue
to have an effect.
So what to do? Well the first
step is to break the dependency on fossil fuels. There are
many alternative energy solutions available today and the
science that goes into them is
increasing their efficiency at a
tremendous rate.
The main problem is that we,
as a people have not summoned the “will” to take the
steps necessary to move away
from fossil fuels. It takes a
determined effort, one that
must be summoned, NOW!

9—16 AND PROVIDES THEM
WITH A SATURDAY DEVOTED
TO A SINGLE TOPIC OF
ENGINEERING. THIS REQUIRES
KIDS TO WORK IN A TEAM
FORMAT WITH
SOPHISTICATED MODELS THAT
ACTUALLY WORK.
THE CAMPS WILL TAKE PLACE
AT THE SKUNKWORKS AT
NEW RINGGOLD.
CALL:
TEL. (570) 401-7813
NOVEMBER 15TH
9:00 AM—6:00 PM
BASIC ROBOTICS
DECEMBER
ADVANCED ROBOTICS
JANUARY
NANOTECHNOLOGY
FEBRUARY
BRIDGES & STRUCTURE
THE COST IS ONLY $75 PER
PERSON PER CAMP AND
INCLUDES A CATERED LUNCH.
CALL US AT 570-401-7813 TO
REGISTER.
PREPAYMENT IS REQUIRED!
MORE CAMPS TO BE
ANNOUNCED KEEP READING
OUR NEWSLETTER!

Switch Grass, Wood Waste and Renewable Energy
For the past four years I have
been using wood pellets or
grass pellets to heat my
home.
These pellets are made from
wood waste products, such as
saw dust a wood shavings,
byproducts of a construction
industry that used to be put
into land fills. They are now
shaped into dense small pellets which burn with a high

BTU. Trees are a renewable
resource and in managed
forests can fuel the heating
needs of our planet and have
the side benefit of replacing
some of the forest lands and
habitat lost to our increasing
populations.
Grass pellets are even more
efficient as the grass stands
that produce them take just
three years to grow high

enough for harvest and live
from 14 to 15 years. When
they seed they begin a new
generation of grasses, so in
theory can continue to provide fuel. They also have the
benefit of being great small
game habitat, which provides
food and shelter for larger
game.
A truly renewable resource
one that can be had today!

Harmon ™ Pellet Stove
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YOUNG MINDS! REAL WORLD PROBLEMS! UNIQUE SOLUTIONS!

T H E W E AT H E R LY I N S T I T U T E F O R R O B OT I C S A N D E N G I N E E R I N G
401 First Street
Weatherly, PA 18255
570-401-7813
email: goodalestephen@gmail.com

We are a Christian Based
Organization. We Believe!
For twenty two years I have operated my for profit company:
KG Projections, Inc. and for the
past ten years The Weatherly
Institute for Robotics and Engineering or W.I.R.E. a PA recognized non-profit.
My for profit company has generated most of the monies
needed for my non profit to survive and complete its mission to
teach the children engineering.
Now I have introduced a third
arm, The Skunkworks at New
Ringgold. While not a separate
company it will become the umbrella structure to support my
other two enterprises and will
allow me to open up a research
facility dedicated to creating new
technologies to help in our struggle with a changing climate and
alternative energy strategies.
I intend to share some of these
concepts with you my readers
beginning with the Robotic Bee
program. So please look for further developments in the pages
of this newsletter and those to
follow.
I would also like to invite you to
donate as you see fit. I currently need a stereoscopic microscope with camera mount.
Thanks: Stephen Goodale

It is the goal of The Weatherly Institute for Robotics and Engineering to create a culture of
Science and Technology in which young people and adults may come to learn and be inspired!
Over the years we have watched as technology has increasingly driven our culture, while the
number of people who are actually taking engineering and technology courses have decreased.
Even more maddening is that this knowledge base has found its way overseas and to other
countries making the United States vulnerable to the whims of a global economy.
W.I.R.E. has taken the challenge up in a small way, bringing young children, young adults and
adults to the class room and exposing them to a wide range of engineering opportunities.

The NASA Mars Sample Return Competition
The Weatherly Institute for
Robotics and Engineering has
registered for this year’s
challenge and is awaiting
acceptance from the Worcester Polytechnic Institute of
MA, who is administrating
and overseeing the event.
W.I.R.E. will accept 11 and
12th grade students as well
as 1st and 2nd year college
students onto the team. There
will be ten spots available.
Our team is forming and a
day and time for meeting has
been selected. The team will
meet at the Skunkworks,
3320 Summer Valley Road
on Friday afternoons/
evenings from 6:00 pm—
8:00 pm and on Saturdays
as determined by the mentor,
Stephen Goodale. Our first
class will be November the
14th and every week moving
forward.
The basic design has been
roughed out by me, this includes a driving base with
four wheel suspension drive,
a sensor deck which will use
lasers to target the samples

and to judge the distance
and strength of light reflected back, a rotating sample deck with twelve individual containers and self closing
lids to seal the samples
against contamination, and a
robotic arm with a very
unique grasping mechanism
that will retrieve the samples
and place them into their
containers.
If you are interested or if you
know someone who might be
interested please pass along
this newsletter to that person.
You can contact me via email
at:
goodalestephen@gmail.com
Or by phone at:
570-401-7813
If you or your organization is
interested in helping with the
costs involved with this project, thank you in advance, all
donations are welcomed.
Please contact me and I will
give you the information
needed to send those monies
or materials along.

